DJ Not Applicable is a
DJ/Producer who plays funky,
soulful, electro and hip hop
influenced tracks.

I am DJ Not Applicable, a DJ/Producer from MA. My
mixes consist of breakbeat, house and trance. I have
to get a lot of old school tracks to get my voice into
the void – the constant extrusion of music that hits
the genres everyday. I DJ to allow my interaction with
the world. I am a introvert and do not play in clubs
anymore. I do not want to deal with politics and back
fighting that comes with that whole aspect of DJing. I
play on 5 radio stations live as well as having 2
weekly podcasts (one house, one breakbeat) and
produce breakbeat tracks. This allows me to not only
to have complete creative control over my musical
selection, but allows me to play all the time. I am
constantly evolving with every show.
All my work is out there. All of it is free. I am not
here to make money – I am here to create. My name
“DJ Not Applicable” was chosen to illustrate that the
DJ does not matter – it is the music that comes from
the DJ’s sets/mixes/tracks that is important. I, as a
music selector, attempt to deliver an experience
which speaks from the heart of me. It is long said
that the most important thing as a DJ is to play the
right tracks. Unless you only play tracks you have
produced can you make the argument that the DJ is
the main focus of the experience.

SOCIAL MEDIA

PODCASTS

Facebook
Twitter - @DJNotApplicable
Instagram - @djnotapplicable
YouTube
Hearthis.at

Breakbeat Asylum
Bring Dat Funk Back

RADIO SHOWS
NSB Radio - Synapse Eclipse (10
am - 12pm est.)
Sentient Hybrid - Renegade Radio
(Wednesdays 5pm - 7pm est.)
Urban Essex Radio - Carbon
Interface (11 am - 1 pm est.)
Sentient Hybrid - Renegade Radio
(Wednesdays 5pm - 7pm est.)
Mad Wasp Radio

na@nothingapplies.com | 443.980.6362 | www.nothingapplies.com

